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Unit 1: Narrative Elements 

 Unit 1 “What makes a great story?” Essay 
 

Due: ______________________________ 
 
Prompt: At the beginning of this unit, you were asked: “What makes a great story?” As a result of this discussion, 
we decided that a great story is one that makes you want to keep reading. If you decided, because of our Socratic 
seminar, that a “great” story is defined in a different way, you may use that definition. 
 
Task: In a five-paragraph essay, compare and contrast ONE of the following story pairs to explain why both 
stories are good, but only one is “great.” Your analysis should take into consideration the elements of fiction – 
plot, conflict, the use of foreshadowing and/or flashback, point of view, characterization, setting, and symbol – 
as well as the theme and the author’s style.  
 
Story Pairs: 

1. “The Most Dangerous Game” and “Where Have You Gone, Charming Billy?” 
2. “The Necklace” and “The Scarlet Ibis” 
3. “The Cask of Amontillado” and “The Sniper” 
4. “Checkouts” and “The Princess and the Tin Box” 

 
Introduction          _____ / 7 pts. 

• (1 point) Define a great story. 

• (1 point) Discuss how the elements of literature, as well as a story’s theme and the author’s style can 
contribute to a story’s greatness. 

• (5 points) IN ONE STATEMENT (THESIS), identify the two stories that you will be discussing in your essay, tell 
the reader who wrote them, and state the purpose of your essay. Do not say, “In this essay…” 

 
Body Paragraph 1, Similarities        _____ / 30 pts. 

• Identify and analyze TWO major similarities between the texts. 
 
Body Paragraph 2, Differences        _____ / 30 pts. 

• Identify and analyze ONE major difference between the texts.  
 
Body Paragraph 3, Evaluation        _____ / 30 pts. 

• Based on your comparison of the texts, answer the following question: Which story deserves to be called 
“great?” 

 
Conclusion          _____ / 3 pts. 

• (1 point) Restate your thesis (in different words) and sum up the main points made in your essay (without 
simply restating your topic sentences). 

• (2 points) Leave the audience with a final thought about what makes a story “great.” 
 

_____ / 100 points total 
 

SEE THE BACK OF THIS PAPER FOR REMINDERS AND GUIDANCE! 
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GENERAL REMINDERS 
1. Use a “signal phrase” before a direct quotation and punctuate the direct quotations correctly. 
2. Use parenthetical citations. DO NOT include page numbers in your citations. Use the author’s last name 

ONLY. 
3. Be sure to explain your evidence using the says/means/matters method. You’ll note that each body 

paragraph is worth 30 points; your body paragraphs will be scored using the SCR rubric. Structure and 
complete your body paragraphs accordingly! 

4. Utilize transition words/phrases in between paragraphs and ideas within paragraphs. Do not say “In the next 
paragraph…” or any variation of this phrase! 

5. DO NOT USE ANY PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN YOUR ESSAY. Each instance of a personal pronoun will result in 
the loss of 1 point.  

6. Remember: Assume that your reader is familiar with the stories. Do not retell the stories in your essay! 
7. Be sure to type your essay using MLA formatting. Essays not typed will automatically lose 10 points. Essays 

with elements of incorrect formatting will lose 2 points for each element, up to 10 points total. 

 

GUIDANCE 
1. Body Paragraph 1 Outline: 

a. Topic Sentence: In your topic sentence, identify the many things that these two stories have in 

common that make them good stories. Then, choose two main similarities to discuss. 

b. Linking sentence: Identify the first trait that each story has in common. 

c. Evidence: Examine both stories to find evidence for this one trait. Make sure they say similar things! 

i. Says/means/matters (COMBINE for both pieces of textual evidence). 

d. Linking sentence: Identify the second trait that each story has in common. 

e. Evidence: Examine both stories to find evidence for this one trait. Make sure they say similar things! 

i. Says/means/matters (COMBINE for both pieces of textual evidence). 

f. Wrap up this paragraph & transition into the next! 

2. Body Paragraph 2 Outline: 

a. Topic Sentence: Identify the major differences between each text; you’ll have one for each text.  

b. Linking sentence: Identify the major difference between text A and text B (what does text A have 

that makes it good, but text B doesn’t have it?). 

c. Evidence: Find evidence from the text that exemplifies this element. 

i. Says/means/matters 

d. Linking sentence: Identify what B has that A doesn’t. 

e. Evidence: Find evidence from the text that exemplifies this element. 

i. Says/means/matters 

f. Wrap up this paragraph & transition into the next! 

3. Body Paragraph 3 Outline: 

a. Topic sentence: restate your definition of a great story; identify the story (between A or B) that you 

believe is great and explain why, according to the definition you provide. 

b. Evidence 

c. Says/means/matters 

d. Evidence 

e. Says/means/matters 

f. Wrap up this paragraph! 

 

 

 


